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Securely Scale Your 
Digital Asset Business

Don’t Let Operational 
Inefficiencies and 
Security Risks Slow 
Down Your Growth
Security risks and operational inefficiencies are key roadblocks 

to maximizing growth for both emerging and established digital 

asset businesses. Today’s industry leaders understand that in a 

24/7 market, settlement delays, manual processes and limited 

access to capital are costly growth inhibitors. Unfortunately, 

legacy wallets and infrastructure technology are no longer 

equipped to solve these growing challenges.

Build Your Business 
With Next Generation 
MPC Wallet and 
Settlement Technology
Fireblocks’ all-in-one secure digital asset storage, transfer and 

issuance platform eliminates the operational gaps from existing, 

outdated infrastructure and wallet solutions by combining next-

generation security and the industry’s only institutional digital 

asset transfer network, to scale and expand your offering with 

speed and confidence.

Fireblocks is an all-in-one platform to store, transfer, and 
issue digital assets across your entire ecosystem.
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We were losing 1-2 hours per day 
just to settle in a safe environment. 
We needed a solution that would 
reduce the time we were losing 
and to increase the speed of our 
capability to settle and rebalance 
on exchanges. Fireblocks helped 
us optimize the use of our  
balance sheet.

CEO, WOORTON

CHARLIE MEROUD

500+ Institutions are 
powered by Fireblocks
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Secure customer and investor funds 

from external attacks, internal 

collusion or human error.  

Multi-layer security technology 

combines MPC-CMP with hardware 

isolation to  eliminate single points 

of failure during both storage and 

transfer of assets.

Next-Generation 
Digital Asset Security

Ensure AML/KYT compliance with 

Elliptic & Chainalysis’ automated 

transaction screening, risk scoring 

and customer defined policies, 

and simplify reconciliation with 

transaction audit logging.

Automate Compliance 
Operations

Capitalize on fast, secure on-

chain settlement. The 1st and only 

institutional asset network to unlock 

new revenue opportunities with 

30+ exchanges and 500+ partners. 

Transfer assets without the risk and 

hassle of deposit address whitelisting.

Settle Instantly on the 
Fireblocks Network

Deliver maximum security while 

boosting operational speed and cost 

savings. Offer enhanced and flexible 

service with 8x faster transaction 

signing speed and customizable 

wallet temperatures.

Ultra-secure MPC-CMP 
Wallet-as-a-Service

Manage the full minting, burning and 

token transfer process of stablecoins 

and security tokens with our secure 

tokenization engine and powerful, 

easy to use operations dashboard.

Tokenization: Mint, 
Burn and Transfer

Meet regulatory requirements 

and manage policies anywhere, 

any time. Automate governance 

by asset type or amount, location, 

frequency & more.

Customizable Policy 
and Workflow Engine

Digital Asset Transfer Network: First and only for Institutions

MPC-CMP Wallet Infrastructure: Proprietary, 8x faster signing

Policy Engine: Robust and customizable, for tailored workflows

AML/KYT Compliance: Automated screening and audit logging

Tokenization: Convert assets into stablecoins & security tokens

Deposit Acceleration Program: Enables 0-confirmation transfers

Ethereum Gas Station: Automatic topups to streamline operations

Fireblocks DeFi: Access via API or WalletConnect in-console integration 

MPC-Based Offline Signing: Next Generation Cold Storage

FEATURES INTEGRATIONS

30+ Exchanges on the Fireblocks Network

21 Supported Protocols

540+ Tokens supported

KYT/AML: Chainalysis and Elliptic

X-Margin: Margin Lending 

Disaster Recovery: Coincover 

Staking: Staked, Blockdaemon 

Fiat: Signature, Silvergate 

Lending/Borrowing: Paradigm 

DeFi: WalletConnect


